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Establishing a Software Me ",,irement Process

Abstract. This report presents guidelines tor establishing a measurement process as
part of an organization's overall software process. Methods are suggested that can be
used to design a repeatable measurement process that is focused on goal setting, data
analysis, and decision making rather than on just data collection and numbers.
Examples are included to illustrate these methods in the context of some common
software process management issues involving basic measures of size, effort, and
schedule. This report also suggests some steps for starting a measurement program.
These steps focus on identifying an organizational strategy for improvement and
decigning a process for measurement to support this strategy.

1. Introduction

The primary purpose of measurement is to provide insight into software processes and
products so that an organization is better able to make decisions and manage the
achievem !nt of goals. This report proposes some guidelines that can help organizations
initUraie a measurement process with tneir overali sonfware process.

11. Purpose/Objectives

In software organizations, measurement is often equated with collecting and reporting data
and focuses on presenting the numbers. The primary purpose of this report is to focus
measurement more on setting goals, analyzing data with respect to software issues, and
using the data to make decisions.

The objectives of this report are to:

" Provide some guidelines that can be used to design and implement a process for
measurement that:

- ties measurement to organizational goals and objectives;

- defines measurement consistently, clearly, and accurately;
- collects and analyzes data to measure progress towards goals; and

- evolves and improves as the process matures.

"• Demonstrate the guidelines described with examples and illustrations.

"* Outline some steps to help an organization start and sustain a measurement program.

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16 1



1.2. Audience

This report is intended to be used by a software engineering process group (SEPG) or a
working group tasked to implement a measurement program in their organization. But,
because measurement is used to help quantity the software process for making decisions,
virtually anyone involved with software can benefit from the use of measurement as
described in this report. Some additional examples of functional areas where p0oole will
want to use good measurement practice include:

managers involved in making decisions for planning and controlling software projects,

* project staff focused on improving their work,

* software configuration management groups focused on product intagrity,

* software quality assurance. groups focused on process assurance,

* customers fooJsed on the end use of software products, and

* other functional areas involved with making decisions regarding software products
and/or processes.

1.3. Overview

Chapter 2 proposes methods for designing and implementing a measurement process. It
describes an architecture consisting of five activities. Each activity consists of tasks to help a
project and/or organization develop, plan, implement, and improve a measurement process
that can evolve as measurement needs change.

Chapter 3 describes uses of measurement. It illustrates some applications of the methods
described in Chapter 2.

Chapter 4 suggests steps an organization could take to establish a software measurement
program. Designing the process as described in Chapter 2 is only one of the steps involved
in starting or improving a measurement program. Chapter 4 includes steps to heip ensure
the organization has a strategy in place and recognizes the need to design a measurement
process to support that strategy.

2 CMU/SE&93-TR-16



2. Designing a Software Measurement Process

This chapter describes an architecture for designing a software measurement process. The
architecture is pictured in Figure 1. The activities required to design a measurement process
using this archiitecture will be described in the following four sections:

"* Section 2.1 -Developing a mneasurement process to be made available as part of the
organization's standard software process;

"* Section 2.2 - Planning the process on projects and documenting procedures by
tailoring and adapting the process asset;

"* Section 2.3 - Implementing the process on projects by executing the plans and
procedures; and

" Section 2.4 - Improving the process by evolving plans and procedures as the projects
mature and their measurement needs change.

IDeveloping a measurement process1

Define, procedures iCollect data
- reesure an str datar colliectionl - review and revise

*analysis
poeures

Identify scope

Figuev1.lSotwae Measuremes proess n Arciecotur

6M-U/SEv-93-TR-16 3



The architecture is generic in that it can be instantiated at different levels, e.g., project level,
divisional level, or organizational level. Chapter 3 illustrates some examples of these
instantiations.

The measurement process described in this report is based on the goal-question-metric
(GOM) approac-h pioneered by Basili and Rombach at the University of Maryland [Basili 84j.
This approach links the measurement activities to the quantifying of products, processes, and
resources to make decisions to meet project goals. Similar approaches are described in
[ami 92], [IEEE 891, [Paulish 92], and others. The key principle shared by a1I is that projects
must assess their environments so that they can link measurements with business
Wbjectives. Then projects can identify suitable measures and define measurement
procedures that address these business objectives. Once the measurement procedures are
implemented, the process can continuously evolve and improve as the projects and
organizations mature. The architecture in Figure 1 addresses these concepts and principles.

The process represented in Figure 1 ,s analogous to the ShewhartlDeming Cycle which
pertains to the fundamental tasks in quaiity control [Shewhart 86][Deming 86]_ The
Shewhart'Derning cycle has evolved and is currently described as the plan-do-check-act
(PDCA) cycle. The software measurement process relates to this cycle as shown in Figure
2:

,I3 , hiaW1hL Acivliy In ite Svo-i vire Purpow
Demlng Cycle Measurement Process

"* Plan - Identify scope/ - Establish a purpose, plan. and
Define procedures procedure for measurement tied to

organizational goals

"* Do - Collect data - Execute the plan to collect data

"* Check - Analyze data * Analyze data to determine progress
towards measurement goals

"* Act * Evolve process - Make decisions based on the progress
towards goals and recommend
improvements on the measuroment

_ process being used

Figure 2. Relationship of the Measurement Process to PDCA

By Llignirng the measurement process with the overall software process as shown in Figute 2,
projects and organizations are able to simultaneously collect and analyze data to help make
decisions with respect to project goals, and obtain feedback to improve the measurement
process itself. A working definition for a software measurement process is given here for
reference.

4 CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



Software measurement process - That portion of the software process that
provides for the idontificationi, definition, collection, and analysis cf measures that are
used to understand, evaluate, predict, ot control software processes or products.

2.1. Developing a Measurement Process

Figure 1 illustrated a process architecturm that can be used to develop an organizational
process for measurement. This measurement process becomes a process asset to be made
available for use by the projects in developing, maintaining, and imp!ementing the
organization's standard software process [Paulk 93). Some examples of process assets
related to measurement include:

- the organization's standard software measurement process element (described
below);

• organizational databases and associated user documentation;

• cost models and associated user documentation;

* tools and methods for defining measures (e.g., the reports referenced in [Park 92],
[Goethert 92]. [Florac 92]); and

* guidelines and criteria for tailoring the software measurement process element.
Tho seest thnt thie report ftocuenr rn iý fhn p,-t,,''- M'v

Process elements are constituent parts of the overall software process, e.g., software
estimating, software design, code, unit test, peer reviews, and measurement. Each process
element covers a well-defined, bounded, closely related set of tasks [Paulk 93). This report
suggests some methods to design measuremcnt process elements. Organizations can use
this report to:

* develop measurement templates to be fillad in, provide abstractions to be refined, or
provide complete measurement descriptions to be used or modified;

* describe ;he software measurement process architecture and how the elements of
measurement fit in with the organization's standard software process;

* identify how software measurement relates to otner elements of the software process,
e.g.,:

- various life-cycle models;

- the ordering, interfaces, and interdependencies within the software process: and
* interfaces and dependencies outside the software process (e.g., systems

engineering, hardware engineering, contract management).

The remaining sections of this chapter suggest methods and templates that can be used to
help design a software measurement process element as a constituent part of the
organization's overall software process, based on the architecture pictured in Figure 1. The
architecture consists of five activities that correspond with planning, implementing, and
improving the software measurement process. These activities are described in Sections 2.2

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



through 2.4 using entry-task-validation-exit (ETVX) diagrams [Radice 85] to describe the
entry conditions, tasks to be performed, validation of the tasks, and the exit conditions (see
Figure 3). Included in Section 2.2 are task-by-task descriptions of the actikities, and
templates that can be helpful in planning and documenting the process, including examples.
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 use ETVX diagrams and discuss some of the common issues
associated with implementing and improving measurement plans and procedures. Figure 3
illustrates the format of an ETVX diagram. Note that some information, such as roles and
responsibilities, should be added to the templates in Sections 2.2-2.4, as these are unique to
the organization implementing the process.

Entry criteria to begin activity
" "from' activity for traceability
"* state or wonditicn of inputs, e.g., products used

Task descriptions of what is to be Validation procedures to verity
accomplish'" i quality of work items produced by
"* enumerated procedures or steps tasks
"* organizational roles, units, or

automation performrng the tasks

Exit criteria to corrplete activity
- slate or condition of outputs, e.g., products produced
- "to' activity for traceability

Figure 3. ETVX Diagram

The purpose of using a process definition method such as E.TVX is to develop an operational
definition of the measurement process. These operational definitions can then be adapted or
tailored for use on all projects. To be operational, the docui ,ented process must put
communicable meaning into the concepts and express the measurement process in
operational terms to:

"* identify what data are to be collected,
"• define how the data are to be collected and reported,
"* define how the data are to be used to make decisions,
. define how the process is to evolve and improv3,
"• collect and analyze the data,
"* make decisions, and
"* start over by continuing and/or adjusting the process.

To be operational, the process must achieve a result nearest to needed for a
particular end [Deming 861. With measurement, projects collect only th 7.sures that are
needed to provide enough data to make decisions. Because da. . '.•ction can be
expensive, the measurement process must be feasible with respect to the time and costs
associated with collecting data.

CMU/SE-93-TR-16



Documentation of this process may vary considerably from project to project. It may result in
plans or procedurss that organizations present in their own ways. Regardless of how the
process is documented (i.e., whether as a department instruction, a standard practice, or a
formal procedure). the basic tasks descrbed in the following sections should be included or
at least addressed.

2.2. Planning the; Process

Planning the measurement process involves the first two activities of the architecture, as
shown in Figure 4.

Measurement Idlntify scope
need obJectIVrt

-Analyze dais
Evolve process • prepare reports
- evaluate progress - prent repors

Measurement ropoms evaluate process - review and revise

Figure 4. Measurement Architecture - Planning

2.2.1. Identify Scope

The measurement process originates with a need for measurement. The need could be
large or small. For example: an organization may need to measure corporate-wide project
performance; a small project may need to assess and evaluate their design and code
inspections; or SEPGs may need to focus and evaluate process improvement activities. The
need for measurement typically wilU involve different audience perspectives; that is, various
functional groups will use or give inputs to the measurement process. Before designing a
measurement process, it is important to understand what the needs for measurement are,
and who the audiences are.

Once the need for measurement has been establisred, the first activity of the measurement
process that must be addressed is the Identify Scope Activity. This activity helps to establish
the purpose for measurement. The Ident~fy Scope Activity includes identification of

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16 7



objectives that measurement is to support, issues involved to meet these objectives, and
measures that provide insight into these issues.

The tasks shown in Figure 5 determine the scope and purpose of the measurement effort.
Detailed descriptions of each task are included following Figure 5. In some situations, some
of these tasks may overlap. In others, they need not be emphasized. The organization
shouid tailor its tasks to suit its naeds, and clearly align measurement to support its goals and
objectives.

During the Identify Scope Activity, measurement is tied to the goals and objectives of the
organization. Only measures that support decision making with respect to goals and
objectives are identified. Without this activity, projects frequently collect data that are not
meaningful for making decisions within their overall process.

E n try : D e l eC o l c

Audience needs insight into software
processes and/or products to make k
decisions and manage the achievement of
objectives. This may be a new need, or Evol
the continuation or modification of an
existing need for measurement.

Tasks: Validation:

Identify:

1. measurement need • audiences and needs are identified

2. objectives • objectives are relevant to organization

3. methods * objectives are feasible

4. measurement issues - issues describe the products, processes, and resources
attributabe to the methods

5. measurement goals - measurement goals are quantifiable and unambiguous

6. questions - answers to questions give insight into achievement of
goals/issues

7. measures * measures answer and are traceable to questions

Exit:

A set of measures or things to be measured that provide insight into the software
processes and/or products for making decisicns. These measures are approved, and
the process continues with the Define Procedures Activity.

Figure 5. ETVX for Identify Scope Activity

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



In Figure 5, the sequence of tasks to complete the Identify Scope Activity are:

1. Identify the needs for measurement. A measurement need could be as broad as
providing insight into the achievement of the organizational mission; or it could be as
focused as providing insight into a change in project performance due to the
implementation of a new software tool. For any measurement need, it is important to
recognize ihat there may be several audiences or users of the measurement data,
each with different perspectives and needs for measurement (e.g., SEPGS, project
management, quality assurance). All audiences or users should be identified,
including those who will receive the measurement reports, those who will make
decisions based on the data, and those who will provide the data.

2. Identify the objectives of the organization that each measurement need is going to
address. This task ensures that measurement is aligned with and will support
decision making with respect to the business objectives of the organization.

3. Identify tMe methods that will be used to achieve tho objectives - tated in task 2
above. This task will help to ensure that there are methods to achiev-, the
objectives, ai,,J that the objectives are feasible. Also, these are the method.i that
need to be measured in order to give the measurement users insight to make
decisions.

4o Identify the issues that need to be managed, controlled, or observed. These issues
should refer to products, processes, and/or resources that are traceable, and relate
to the methods identified in task 3. Somr common issues are size, cost, and
schedule.

5. Translat,, each measurement issue into precise, quantifiable, and unambiguous
measurement goals. These goals may involve measurement to help individuals
understand an issue (i.e., to evaluate, predict, or monitor) or to address a need for
improvement (i.e., to increase, redu,"e, achieve, or stabilize). [ami 92] provides
several examples of measurement goals.

As a template, a goal could identify the purpose of the measure i.ent in the following
format [Basili 87j:

To [characterize, evaluate, predict, monitor, motivate, increase, reduce,
achieve, stabilize] the [process, product, model, measure] in order to [plan,
control, improve, understand, assess, manage, engineer, loam] it.

For example: To evaluate the system testing methodology in order to
improve it.

6. Identify a list of questions for each gor.I that, when answered, will determine if the
goal is being achieved. These questions could involve products, processes,
improvements, etc. Answers to the questions should indicate the status of pogress
toward goals, which will in turn provide insight into the issues.

7. For each question, identily things to be measured which could determine the
answeis to the questions.

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



This sequence of tasks produces a set of measures to address the need for measLrement.
However, as the software process evolves, so will the measurement process that is
supporting it, and additional measures may be identified. Each iteration or cycle through the
measurement process may re-identify the scope.

These tasks carn be used as a template for documenting the Identify Scope Activity of the
measurement process. Figure 6 provides an example that illustrates this activity. [ami 92]
provides several additional examples of how measurea are identified to support the decision-
making process.

10 CPAU/SEI-93-TR-16



Task 1. Measuiement need:

Project managers need to have insight into project progress

Task 2. Organizational object;ve(s):

Produce products on time, within budget

Task 3. Methods:

Below are some examples of methods for achieving the objective:

" Document a standard process for estimating effort and schedule and use a
commercial cost model to improve the estimating and tracking process.

"* Use prior project performance as a check of project feasibility, use realistic
estimates, perform periodic reviews of actual versus plan, replan when
necessary, etc.

TaSk 4. Mamummen_ t !.Lt_: (Arii veres1 estim0te_ •e.A affnrt qnd scrhwdarpe

"* What do you do when costs and schedule overrun the plan?

"* How do deviations in size affect schedule?

Task 5. Measurement goal:

To monitor actual versus estimated size, effort, and schedule in order to make
decisions with respect to project plans, progress, and need for replanning

Task S. Questions:

What was the planned size, effort, and schedule for the project?

How much have we done?

How much is left to do?

When will it be complete?

Task 7. Things to be measured:

* si-e • e iort • schedule

Figure 6. Example of Identify Scope Activity

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16 11



The Identify Scope Activity identifies questions ;;nd measures that indicate progress towards
the organization's objectives. The scope of the measurement effort is limited to measures
necessary for making decisions with respect to the objectives, i.e., usetul data. The process
continues on to the Define Procedures Activity with a set of measures.

2.2.2. Define Procedures

The complete set of identified measures is cbtained from the Identify Scope Activity. Once
measures have been identified, o~arational definitions and procedures of the measurement
process should he co.nstructed and documented. The tasks for the Define Procedures
A,•ivity include:

"* define each of the identified measures completely, consistently, and operationally;

"• define the collection methods, including how the data are to be recorded and stored;
and

"* define the analysis techniques to be used to determine status relative to the identified
measurernent goals. These analysis techniques will most likely evolve and expand
through each reporting cycle as the user gains more insight into the data.

The procedures dccumented during this activity should be reviewed and revised if necessary
during each reporting cycle. Figure 7 summarizes the tasks to define procedures in the
-TVX form•at Thoes taolse ar, the-n d-ai#, , ,o1^ g ,,-'with .. am l lo, " -u. •'- '•- I--,-.-
included in Figure 8.

12 CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



Entry: Dfn olc
From the Identify Scope Activity, a set of
measures or things to be measured is Identify
obtained. These measures have been
approved, and provide insight into the Evolve !Analyz

software processes and/or products for
making decision s. _

Tasks: Validation:

Define:

1. measures • measures are described in clear, un&.,nbiguous, and
operational terms

2. counting ° counting procedures are repeatable; they include
procedures source of data, frequency of collection, special tools

identified, and verification procedures

3. recording - forms are developed for consistent recordinv of data

4. storing - databases exist to reliably store historical data

5. analyzing - the methods for analyzing the data answer the goal
related questions

6. reporting * tables, charts, and graphs adequately summarize
progress towards goais

7. feedback - mechanisms exist to incorporate feeaback for updating
operational definitions

Exit:

An approved procedure for measurement M1at is operationally defined, To be
operational, the documented procedures must put communicable meaning into the
concepts, and express !he measurement process in operational terns of:

"* identify what data are to be collected,
"* define how the data are to be collected and reported,
"* define how the data are to be used to make decisions,
"* define how the process is to evolve and improve, and
"• identify who will collect, enter, store, maintain, verity, and have access to the

data.

Figure 7. ETVX for Define Procedures Activity

CMU/SEI-93-TR-16 13



To define the measurement activity as indicated in Figure 7, document the fol:owing
sequence of tasks:

1. Define the measures. [Florac 92], [Goethore 92], and [Park 92] provide advice for a
checklist approach to defining measures related to size, effort, schedule, and
problem reporting. These definitions follow structured rules that state what is
included and excluded in each measure. The checklists describe the measurement
data so that receivers of the information will not be misled by unstated assumptions
or local variations in measurement practices [Carleton 92]. Defining measures could
also involve the design of questionnaires, interviewing techniques, etc. This type of
information should be documented and kept as part of the plans and procedures for
the measurement process. [ami 92] also provides tmplates and advice for defining
measures.

2. Define counting procedures. Once the measures are defined in operational terms,
procedures for collecting each measure should be documented. The procedures
should be clear and repeatable, arid include the source of the data, collection
responsibilities, frequency of collection, and any special tools required. There should
also be some vehicle for verifying that the data are correct, i.e., that the procedure
can be duplicated to get the same result.

3. Construct forms or procedures to record the measures. The forms should include
administrative data such as the project's name, date, configuration management

in designing and buying into the format.

4. Select and design a database or spreadsheet to siore Mha information. The use of a
spreadsheet or database will help to organize the data and make it easier to use. As
the database grows, the collected data can help indicate trends and long-term
performance of the measured projects.

5. Define analysis methods and show how the measures ca'l answer the goal-related
questions. After some study and evaluation, preliminary assumptions can be made
about key process events and their relationships, and basic analysis methods
become apparent. As projects collect data and gain knowledge about the process,
these analysis techniques will be refined as additional issues will become part of the
process. Some initial considerations should include:

"* Identification of any potential or anticipated interactions between various
measures. Analytical methods can involve the correlation of related measures
using a scatter diagram to plot one measure versus another.

"• Identification of a basic set of warning signals that should arise when the collected
data are significantly different from the plan or estimate. This could involve trend
analysis of actual versus estimated measures and/or control charts indicating
thresholds and warning limits.

"* lllustration or examples of conclusions that can be made from the data report with
respect to the goals.

14 CMU/SEI-93-TR-16



6. Use the traceability between the issues/goals and the measures to define potential
relationships among the measures and construct measurement reporting. formats.
These formats should include charts and graphs to present the measures and
answer questions about each issue/goal.

7. Define mechanisms for feedback that:

* show how the reports are to be distributed to the different audiences, including a
distribution list;

* identify the needs for any regular meetings to present measurement reports,
including typical agendas, attendees, purposes, outcomes, etc.;

* specify how reports can be used and affect decisions; and

* define the process for receiving feedback from the audiences, e.g., marked-up
hard copies or formal change requests.

These tasks are illustrated in Figure 8. Because defining the measurement process will be
different for each organization. Figure 8 includes some examples and general comments to
illustrate this activity. The examples are a continuation of the example which began in Figure
6 on page 11. This example is referred to In the remainder of this report to illustrata how an
organization or project can implement arid evolve a measurement process.
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Task 1. Define measures

size: Size represents the magnitude of software being developed, to be used as an
indication of the amount of work being done and the amount of resources needed to
do tile work [Rozum 92]. One useful measure for size is lines of code. The figure
below illustrates a partial checklist for defining source lines of code. Refer to [Park
92] for more details on defining line of code measures. Othe; useful measures for
size are number of requirements, computer software modules, and function points.

effort Effort can be measured in staff hours, i.e., counts of staff hours planned and
expended on a project. Staff hour counts can be partitioned by labor and support
staff categories, experience levels, functional areas (e.g., quality assurance,
configuration management, testing), or by life-cycle activity (e.g., requirements
analysis, code arid unit test). Refer to [Goethert 92] for more details on defining
staff-hour measures.

schedule: Schedule is shown as a graphical portrayal of delivery dates, activities,
and milestone progress. [Goethert 92] includes a checklist for defining schedule
events that can be used to clarity these schedule measures.

Partial Definition Checklist for Source Statement Counts [Park 92]

Definition name: Phy• _•u JSou re Umvin Code Date: &7./9
(basi•c -ed i•,W - Originator: ,s

Measurement unit: Phyalic. source Ines
Logical soure statesments L.J

Statement type Definition LJj Data array L. Includts Exclude.
Whn a line or statement contains mcre than one tyve,
dass ty it as the fywe tmh himgest precedence.

1 Exeaftable Onsiar of preeW e -> 1 -
2 Nonexcurtable - -,--

3 Declarations 2 V
4 Compiler directives 3 V
5 Cor.rn-ents . ...
6 On thtir own lines 4 v_ ___--;

7 On lines with source code 5
8 Banners and nonblank sparars e
9 Blank (empty) comments V

10 Blank lines a _____ __ V
12

How produced fin lon DaV t ."a-y _ Incldes E!c-lt.dis
1 Programmed V
2 Generated with source code generators V
3 Converted with autornstad transJators Vb
4 Copied or reused without change
5 Moditiod V
6 Removed _ _ _

,1 8
Figure 8. Example of Define Procedures Activity (1 of 5)
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Task 2. Define counting methods

Planned (estimated) data for size, effort, and schedule may be taken from contract
documentation (e.g., statement of work, proposals, software development plans).

Actual data may be collected and reported periodically (e.g., monthly) using collection
tools to facilitate timeiiness, accuracy, and efficiency of the process. Procedures for
counting the measures will vary significantly among software environments. Some
general comments and/or suggestions on counting methods for the measures in this
example are:

" Organizations may already have adopted an automated, standard line of code
counter to measure size. Consider using the checklist in [Park 92] to clearly
document how the existing tool counts lines of code. Tools can be developed
to access the source listings in the configuration management library, count the
lines of code per source file, and aggregate the totals for the project, each
product, or however the data are to be tracked. For example, it plans were
developed at the CSCI level, then the data shoukd be collected, reported, and
aneJyzed at that level.

"* Effort data are typically obtained from the accounting department through the
existing cost accounting system. If not, staff-hour data can be obtained from
•m i "i•1JiY liVV l iU% . %..•,UtIilUtI u" II I.III UII fulIII l III LtaUUllft l[ t ie- 10 Illp
document existing measures for effort being used.

"• Schedule data could be obtained from the project status reports, with the
software supervisors updating the activity status at least monthly. Objective
entry and exit criteria must be defined for each activity and agreed upon in
order to track actual versus plan. [Goothet 921 discusses this aspect of
defining milestones and schedule measures. One way to automate this
collection is to enter activity plan and actual data in the developers software
development files, on line. Then tools can be developed to search the software
development files for planned and actual activity status.

Task 3. Define the recording formats

Data should be recorded in a format that includes: name of project, date
collected, configuration management reference, and data collector. In this
example, the recording format should inciude actual size, effort, and scheduled
activity progress, and any revised estimates for size, effort, or scheduled
activities.

Figure 8. Example of Define Procedures Activity (2 of 5)
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Task 4. Define storage mechanisms

The use of a database tool or spreadsheet such as Excel or Lotus 123 is suggested.
The tool used should have import/export capabilities with the related tools and/or
databases being used for collection. For example, the automated line of code counter
can export data directly into the spreadsheet.

Task 5. Def Ine analysis methods [adapted from Rozum 92]

Based on~ the scope and purpose 01 measurement in this example, the measures
should provide insight into progress of the software project, and give early warning o1
cost overruns arid/or the need to replan.

Look tor actual size, effort, and schedule to closely track planned values. Deviations
could signify problems.

Variations in size. effort, or schedule could mean:

-developers may be sacrificing effort and/or schedule to producp the product;
- developers may be sacrificing functionality to meet effort and schedule;

-estimating poesm.ay have bacr ina-deqiuate; and
- original requirements may be incomplete, inaccu:,ate, or not understood.

In either case, the original plans may no longer be realistic, and the project requires re-
planning.

However, by correlating measures, other process problems could be apparent. For
example, if there are deviations in size, but not effort and schedule, it could mean
several things, for example:

"* The project may be spending its time closing open problems, and not
developing niew code.

"* Or, if actual siz-e is much larger than planned, but effort and schedule are on
track, it may mean that the product is being developed too hastily, at the
expense of quality.

In either case, the project manager will need to look at some measures of product
Iquality in subsequent reporting cycles.

Examples of charts that can be used as indicators of these described conditions are
included in Task 6.

Figure 8. Example of Define Procedures Activity (3 of 5)
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Task 6. Define reporting formnats

Size Original plan

Actual

Source
Statements

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Effort Original plan
SActual

Cumulative
staff-hours

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Schedule Plan

Activity 1 Actual

Activity 2 Start

Activity 3 loW Finish

Activity 4

Activity 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Contract Months

Figure 8. Example of Define Procedures Activity (4 of 5)
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Task 7. Define mechanisms for foedback

Feedback mechanisms will be tailored to the organization. Some general comments
pertaining to this example:

* Month-y project meetings could be held to review project status amcng the
managers and software staff, and the functional areas (i.e., quatity assurance,
configuration rianagement. test) that rinterface with the developers.

* Measurement reports shouti be distributed prior zo review sessions so that the
issues reflect'•ld in the reports cart be examined for resolution or discussion at
the meetings.

* Much feedback can be obtained from the scheduled review sessions.
However, not ali issues will be raised in a meeting. Red-lined or written
comments after the meeting should also be accepted.

* The absence of feedback may be bad feedback. If reports are not generating
feedback, it is likely that the reports are not being used.

Figure 8. Example of Define Procedures Activity (5 of 5)

2.2.3. Summary of Identify Scope and Define Procedures Activities

Execution of the Identify Scope and Definq Procedures Activities should result in a
documented, operational plan and proceduros for measurement. The plan should identify the
scope and purpose of the measurement effoit, together with the roles, responsibilities,
resources, and schedules for the measurement pocess. The procedures will be tailored and
adapted to each project that Implements the measurement plan. These documented plans
and procedures will serve as a baseline that will evolve as iecessary with eac(a iteration
through the process (-.e., e.rh reporting cycle). Because it is not possible to know
beforehand all oi the analysis techniques or the information that will be necessary, the
baseline measurement procedures will evolve as data are collected and further insight is
obtained from successive cycles through the process. As each reporting cycle provides
additional feedback, the baseline measurement procedure should be reexamined and
updated accordingly. With a measurement plan in hand, the organization is ready to collect
dat-.
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2.3. Implementing the Process

rDefine procedures" Conct~ data
"* measure record and atorm data
"* collection *review and revise
"* analysis rcdm

Mesrms Identify scope
need *objectives

Figre9 llstrte te ctvities thtpre hocuss of i p rmetn te reaorsurmn rcs
on~~~ ~ aculvrjct.Thlusttoactvties pofgh esre ment procss idntfid hescp

Mand urpoemi feort maueentanddoumatdreebe procm rveduw4res prainal

defie thFigaure .Mesrment prArs. heinextur tw activties impmbit thRdcuene

measu:,ement procedures. These activities are described using ETVX diagrams as in
Section 2.2. Based on the execution ot these activities, the documeoited procedures for
measurement should be reviewed and revised to meet the evolving needs of the projects or
organization. Evolvrig the process is discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.3.1. Collect Data

This activity implements the collection procedures defined in the Define Procedures Activity.
Using the operational definition of the measurement procedures, data are collected,
recorded, and stored. In addition, the data are validated and the procedures are reviewed for
adequacy Procedures may need to be tailored or adapted to suit each project that
implements the measurement procedure. Figure 10 outlines the entry and exit criteria, tasks,
and validation required for this activity.

Entry:

Approved, operational definition of the
measurement procedures from the Define Identity
Procedures Activity

Tasks: Validation:

1. collect data

2. record data

3. store data • data are verified (list specific criteria, e.g., data are timely,
consistent, repeatable)

4. review and revise - collection procedures are adequate (list specific criteria,
procedures j e.g., adaptable to project environment)

Exit:

Approved, verified data are provided as input to the Analyze Data Activity

Revisions to the Collect Data Activity procedures are provided as input to the Evolve
Process Activity

Figure 1. 0. ETVX for Collect Data Activity

Using the example charts shown in Figure 8 on page 19, some general comments could be
made regarding problems with the data collection procedures:

"* Are those individuals who are collecting data implementing the procedures as
defined?

" Are definitions of procedures valid for a particular project?

"* Are actual size data lagging the plan? This could occur because the automated line
of code counter is not finding all of the source listings. Developers and/or the
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configuration management staff should ensure that the procedures to count lines of
code are adequate.

"Are actual size and effort data lagging the plan? It may be that not all effort data are
being reported as planned. For example, are indirect support staff, and overtime
included in the actual data? Were these figured into the plans? Here the definitions
of the effort data must be reviewed to ensure consistency. Compare the definitions of
planned size with the definition of actual size being implemented by the line of code
counter to ensure that these definitions are consistent. [Goethert 92] discusses these
issues.

" If status of activities is being obtained from the developer's software development
files or from project status reports, the developers must ensure that the source of the
data accurately reflects actual status. Here again, there may be a problem with the
collection procedure.

After implementing the collection procedures, the process continues with the Analyze Data
Activity.
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2.3.2. Analyze Data

Entry: fine llec

Approved, verified data from the Collect
Data Activity I

Tasks: Validation:

"* analyze data
"* prepare report - report provides insight into issues, status of goals

obtained from report
"• present report - report is understood and acceptable (list criteria, e.g.,

approved by audience)
"* review and revise - analysis procedures are adequate (list criteria, e.g.,

allUUIUUIICU lbU~ UaL~JUIU)

Exit:

Draft measurement reports distributed to the audience to the Evolve Process
Activity

Revisions to the Analyze Data Activity procedures are provided as input to the
Evolve Process Activity

Figure 11. ETVX for Analyze Data Activity

This activity consists of analyzing the data to prepare the reports, presenting the reports to
the audience, and reviewing procedures for accuracy and adequacy. Toe procedures may
need to bG updated if the report is not providing insight into the issues, or the report is not
understood. In either case, feedback is collected to update the measurement procedures to
analyze data.
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Referring to the examp!e in Figure 8 on page 19, the overall trend is that actual size, effort,
and schedule are lagging the plan. This could indicate that:

"* there are not adequate staff working on the project;

"* adequate computer resources (e.g., government furnished equipment, contractor
furnished equipment) are not available;

"* the requirements are not stable or not defined; or

"* the project needs to get more data.

The project manager must investigate these issues to determine what the cause of the slips
are. The project manager may find that the original plans are no longer realistic. If data are
not already available, the measurement process may then be updated to include these
additional issues and measures tor the next reporting cycle.

Collect Data and Analyze Data Activities are intended to implement the current measurement
plans and procedures. At the same time, these two activities collect feedback to update the
plans and procedures for the next reporting cycle. Issues may come up that require the
procedures to be updated. Section 2.4 more specifically addresses the evolution of the
measurement process.
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2.4. Evolving the Process

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the final activity of the measurement process architecture. The
Evolve Process Activity is used to improve the process and ensure that there is a structured
way of incorporating issues and concerns into improvement of the process.

("D-ef in-e procedures" (rCollect date •

M u-r Measures I-dt • record and store dataiI/ n al.y=!o I -I review and reviseR
IL ~ ~proceduresaays

need * 0 "objectlv•s
• Issues
-measures

Analyze data
Evolve process - prepare reports

.vak.ate pr.ress present reports
S.... . ... 4 .... 1 -0 C

-- --.) -.....procedures

Figure 12. Measurement Architecture - Evolving

At this point, the audience receives the measurement reports, and makes decisions based on
the data. These decisions may involve repianning, corrective action, or simply moving on
without change.

This activity also assesses the adequacy of the measurement process itself. As decisions
are made, the audience provides feedback on the adequacy of the data available. They may
raise additional issues, or indicate that certain data are no longer available. This feedback, in
addition to the feedback from the other activities, is addressed during the next reporting
cycle, by reidentifying and redefining the measurement process. This activity overlaps the
entire process, and it culminates in the review of the current reporting cycle. Typically, the
measurement focal group (discussed in Chapter 4) will collect any feedback or changes
necessary to the measurement procedures and evaluate what kind of changes should be
made for the next reporting cycle.
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Entry: Dfn olc
Draft measurement reports distributed
to the audience from the Analyze Data Identify
Activity

Revisions to the collection procedures * = ,o •Analyze

from the Collect Data Activity

Revisions to the analyze data procedures
from the Analyze Data Activity

Tasks: Validation:

- ev-'uate insight - audience reviews and 'iccepts measurement report
inrw progress

- evaluate - inconsistencies or concerns to be addressed are
measurement identified
process

Exit:

Final me- trement reports are reviewed and accepted by audience

Feedbu•" obtained to evolve the process to the Identify Scope Activity, including
adjustme. "0o:

"• identifieu scope (objectives, issues, measures)

"* defined pro'redures (measures, collection, analysis, feedback)

Figure 13. ETVX for Evolve Process Activity

Managers need to determine if they have adequate information to evaluate progress with
respect to their goals (i.e., could they use the data to make decisions?). Also, they need to
evaluate whether the procedures defined are adequate. The end result of this activity is:

"• final measurement report is accepted by the audience for the current reporting period;
and

"• feedback is obtained to evolve the measurement plans and procedures.
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In the example in Figure 8 (on pages 16-20), there were several inconsistencies or concerns
raised. Any feedback such as the following issues should be addressed during the next
reporting cycle:

"• The defined measurement procedures may need to be updated as a result of
reviewing the collection methods.

"* The measurement plans may need to be updated to reflect additional issues raised
during analysis.

- There may have been no feedback at all from the measurement report, indicating that
the audience may not have needed the report.
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3. Illustrations of Use

Chapter 2 outlined some methods for designing a measurement process which an
organization can apply at various levels. This chapter illustrates some of the different levels
or scenarios where the organization could apply the measurement process described in
Chapter 2. The purpose of a measurement process is to provide insight into software
processes and products so that an organization is better able to manage the achievement of
goals. Figure 14 illustrates some of the uses for measurement.

Baseline Measurement Process

J communicate clearly

use process consistently

fiMnage- Projects ( escribe Products mprove Processe

- caibrae - uajiLY investigate
- estimate - classify - understand- plan - select * assess_
o ýtraclk - normalize - evaluate ,, ..

" corporate/industry comparisons "

" marketing decisions -

" business decisions J

Figure 14. Uses of Measurement

3.1. Baseline Measurement Process

An effective measurement program starts with a baselined process that can be used
consistently by all decision makers across the organization. Without this baseline, the use of
measurement is ad hoc, limiting an organization's ability to manage projects, describe
products, improve the process, and aggregate data across projects.
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The initial instantiation of the methods in Chapter 2 could be to document a process that all
projects can use to communicate consistently in terms of the size, effort, schedule, and
problems. These are the basic measures described in [Carleton 921. They address
fundamental, important product and process characteristics central to planning, tracking, and
improving. The methods in Chapter 2 can be used to design a process that includes:

"• common management objectives and issues;

"* basic things to be measured (e.g., size, effort, schedule, and problem counts);

" unambiguous definitions;

"* collection procedures;

"* analysis techniques;
"- mechanisms to evolve (e.g., monthly progress reviews); and

"• roles and responsibilities

With a baseline measurement process defined, a solid foundation for collecting measures is
established. As the basic measures evolve, their definitions and uses often expand. For
example:

"* problem reports can be expanded to track status, type, severity, and priority;

"• size attributes can be tracked by language, platform, development status, origin, and
production method;

- etori aitribuies can be added to track by iabor ciass, phase, and activities performed;
and

"* schedule can be tracked by dates and completion criteria.

These basic measures can be built upon so that they become even more effective in
managing projects, describing products, and improving processes. These uses of
measurement are discussed below.
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3.2. Manage Projects

With a repeatable measurement process, managers can begin to rely on the basic measures
they use for managing their projects. Using the methods described in Chapter 2. a
measurement process element can be defined to:

-collect basic measures on completed projects, so that a historical database can be
established to help understand the capability of the current software process;

*use historical data to calibrate software estimating models;
*develop realistic estimates and plan the size, effort, and schedule for future projects
based on historical data;

*use actual versus planned data to evaluate how much of the project is comp.lete, how
much is left to do. and when the project can be complete, in order to make decisions
regarding resources and progress; and

*replan projects based on deviations in status, progress, or renegotiation of
requirements.

31.3. Describe Products

Once the manager understands the basic measures to manage project performance and
capability, the next level involves describing the products in terms of these basic measures.
As an organization defines the processes to be used across all projects, it cart begin to focus
measurement on quality and product descriptions. Product descriptions are used to qualify
how good a product is, classify product characteristics, and select products to meet user
specifications. Some examples of product descriptions include maintainability, reliability, and
problem densities. These are all ways of describing products in terms of the relationships
between the basic measures (e.g., defect density = defects/size). the methods in Chapter 2
can be used to identify some of thesse -.oduct.-description issOuas an-ld relatio0nships that exist.
Some examples of how different users might want to use the measurement process to
describe products include:

0 managers can understand the level of quality of their products and the quality that
their existing process is uapable of achieving;

- developers can use product descriptions to nalp them understand the quality of their
work and identify potential strengths and weaknesses in the process; and

- customers can describe the products in their requirements specifications to indicate
the desired level of quality.
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3.4. Improve Processes

So tar, the illustrations have Involved describing the products and the existing capability of
the software proceso.. Another common objective of managers is to improve the capability of
the organization [Humphrey 89]. Once managers understand the basic measures they use
for managing their existing processes and products, they can begin to focus on process
improvement. Here, measurement is used to investigate and understand, and to focus on
problem areas or targets for improvement. For example, if projects are finding a large
percent of their problems from system-level or field-lovel testing, the organization may need
to impleneret a more rigorous design and code inspection process, or provide training on unit
testing (i.e., focus improvement on earlier phases of the development process). Once
process improvements are implemented, measurement helps to assess and evaluate the
success of process improvement activities.

3.5. Aggregate Data

With measurement used consistciltiy on projects, managers can aggregate data across
projects. The methods from Chapter 2 can be used to help senior management identify and
define measures that will help them make decisions with respect to organizaticnal goals and
objectives. With measurement they can better understand the software process and
organizational capabilities, and get involved with the business aspects of software. This
typically involves aggregating data from projects within the organization to assemble data on
productivity (size/effort), quality (before and after release), and predictability [Grady 87].

Often, software organizations are required to report measures as part of a mandate or policy.
This upwards communication of project status is an example of how important a consisternt
measurement process could be. In order for projects to report and reflect their current
progress accurately, they should have documented plans and procedures that communicate
exactly what the data represent. Without this consistency, the use of aggregations of data is
questionable.

3.6. Dynamic Change

One final iliustration involves the concept of dynamic change of the measurement process.
This concept builds on the original need for measurement and an evolving process for
measurement. As organizations or projects mature, objectives will be met or modified. With
changes in the organization (and the process), the needs for insight into the process will also
change. For example, if the organization establishes a formal software quality assurance
group or software configuration management group, there immediately exist new audiences
and users of measurement data. These groups need to become part of the measurement
process. Aiso, as tools and technology are introduced into the organization, new insights into
the process become necessary to determine the effectiveness of these tools. For example, if
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the organization adopts a new cost estimating tool, it will need to identify and define the
measures that are necessary for the cost estimating model, i.e., the parametric inputs that
describe the software environment, application complexity, developer exporience, etc.

3.7. Summary of Illustrations

Figure 14 focused on distinct uses for measurement. However, it is clear that these uses and
the measures overlap, and that the uses are built on foundational, basic measures for size,
effort, schedule, and problems. The definitions and uses of these measures exp and as the
measurement process matures. An organization benefits from measurement by gaining the
insight necessary to:

"* establish baseline performance parameters for estimating and project planning;

"* communicate status and make decisions based on actual measuremeits versus plan;

"* understand a process or product, its characteristics, andlor problem areas; and

"* assess improvement activities to justify, manage, and evaluate quality and
productivity improvement programs.
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4. Starting a Software Measurement Program

Chapter 2 addressed several issues regarding the design of a software measurement
process. However, besides the technical design of the software measurement process, there
are also other organizational considerations and boundaries involved in implementing a new
process or improving an existing process. Whether an organization is defining a software
measurement process or a configuration management process, changes should be
implemented in a structured, well thought-out manger.

This chapter provides some guidelines for integrating a measurement process into the overall
software process of an organization. Figure 15 suggests a series of steps that can help an
organization initiate or improve a measurement progranm. These steps are adapted from
[Grady 87] and [QSM 92]. The degree of emphasis on individual steps depends on the
maturity of the organization and on existing measurement capabilities. Each of these steps is
discussed individually in the following sections. Note that the second step, Design the
Process, is addressed by Chapter 2 of this report.

:De~f Ine Collect

(Identity the Objectivs-)

-•,_ Prototype the Pro ness

L Document the Process)

L--Oo-mplement the Process•

-• I~pandthe Program

Figure 15. Starting a Software Measurement Program
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4.1. Establish a Measurement Focal Group

Once an organization recognizes the need to start or improve its measurement program, it
should identify and allocate resources for a measurement focal group. This focal group may
be part of an existing SEPG, or a separate working group or process action team assigned to
measurement. Some responsibilities for this focal group might include:

* assessing organizational sponsorship, commitment, and involvement;

* implementing the steps described in Sections 4.2 through 4.7;

* communicating and strengthening the network of sponsors;

* documenting successes and lessons learned;

• evolving the process based on successes and lessons learned; and

• establishing a historical, organizational database of project data.

As the role of measurement expands, more resources may become necessary. Often the
focal group is augmented with project representatives [Dion 92]. For example, as the need
for measurement grows, the focal group may perform measurement functions full time, while
project representatives provide part-time support. This composition has several benefits.
Fnr avomnie: addition-al procect represeanntae he.3 p 1%01 w the ru'na~~iis
measurement obtains wider visibility among projects; and projects develop a sense of
ownership of the measurement program. Projects are more likely to support measurement if
they are part of the process and see the benefits of using measurement to make decisions.

4.2. Identify the Objectives

Any change or improvement in the software process, including the use of measurement,
must start with clearly identified, realistic objectives. Management must set challenging
cbjectives, monitor progress, and insist on performance [Humphrey 89]. These objectives
may be the result of process assessment findings and recommendations or some other
process improvement activity. The measurement focal group then works with management
to translate high-level objectives into measurable goals for improvement. Ultimately,
everyone must be involved in the measurement activity. Decision makers, including all levels
of management, should be able to use measurement data to make decisions regarding the
issues related to organizational objectives. This task will frame the methods, priorities, and
management support, and will align the measurement activity with the overall goals of the
organization.
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4.3. Design the Process

Projects all too often begin their measurement efforts by collecting data. However, even
though many projects may be collecting data, few use this data to make decisions regarding
software products and processes. This happens because the projects are focused on
collecting numbers rather than on working through a process to identify and define what
measures they want to collect and analyze with respect to their goals. An organization
should assess and understand its current measurement capability, and then design a
process that uses its existing capability for leverage.

4.3.1. Assess and Understand Current Caplbility

Effective improvement of any software process requires an understanding of the current
capability [Humphrey 89]. Therefore, the focal group needs to concentrate initially on
assessing and understanding the organization's current software process capability and
existing measurement and/or data collection methods. This involves surveying the projects,
and identifying existing process(es) being used and existing data collection procedures. The
focal group should determine how the projects are currently using and benefiting from
measurement, and what the projects might like to see in a measurement program. By
assessing and understanding the organization's existing measurement capability, the focal
grouo is able to design a mRa-curement nrnro•tq-_t thses exiin A _-tinn n__hilitipS frr Ipevernep

4.3.2. Design a Measurement Process

A software measurement process needs to be designed and documented. Otherwise, it will
merely be adjusted to each successive crisis, and the overall performance will remain
unchanged [Humphrey 89]. Once the focal group understands the organization's existing
capability and objectives, it can design a software measurement process to meet the
organization's needs. There are several sources in the literature to use as a foundation for
designing this process. The process in Chapter 2 uses an adaptation of Basiii's
goal/question/metric paradigm [Basili 84] and ties measurement to the organizational
objectives. This process involves identifying and defining measures that directly relate to the
project's or organization's goals for improvement. The process continuously evolves based
on feedback from each collection and analysis cycle.
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4.4. Prototype the Process

A measurement procgss should be tested on ac;tual projects and adjusted before it is
implemented throughout the organization [Humrtiprey 891. The measurement focal group
should work with each project to do this. The foWcl roup heips projects understand what the
organization needs, and the projects heip with tlie implementation details.

As a result of prototyping, the focal group should develop an understanding of the:

"* current project performance with respect to the organizationaI1 objectives,
"* benefits and lessons learned from the existing measurement process, and
"* scope of the effort and resources necessary to ini"tiate and maintain the measurement

process on projects.

4.5. Document the Process

The focal group should dlisz:uss its prototypirig results- with management, addressing the
benefits and lessons learned and how measurements can support the organization. During
this, siep; the iocai group and management should review 1he goals and obje".ves that were
staed during step 1 (see Section 4.2: Identify the Objectives). Management should examine
the organizational objectives for the future arnd determnte how they can use measurement to
monitor the achievement of these objectives. Based on the prototype and the level of effort
involved, management should decide how to proceed with the meaSLrernent activity.

The focal group can now formally document the measurement process as part of the
organization's standard software process. This may involve a policy statement, a standard
procedure, templates for defining measures, or somuo other form of documenting software
processes. An organization -wide process helps clarity' activities, roles, and responsibilities,
arnd integrates measurement with related policies and proicedures.

4.6. Implem9ent the Process

Once measurement is formally documented within the organization, the focal group can
begin to implement the measurement process across the organization. This involves working
with projects to integrate the measurement proces!s with their software processes.

A good way to work with projects consistently is to c>'velop a measurement workshop. This
workshop can be used for training projects with a need for measurement. It will transfer the
basic measurement capabilities and train the projects on the use of organizational policies,
standards, and procedures for measurement. The workshop can be a vehicle for setting up
working relationships between the iasurement focal group and projects.

4r6
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4.7. Expand the Program

The focal group can now proceed to look for opportunities to integrate measurement with
other process improvement activities. To expand the measurement effort, projects must
perceive that there is a benefit to be obtained [OSM 92]. It is much easier to sell the
measurement process based on the benetits to the project rather than by enforcing the policy
as a requirement. Once useful resuits have been produced, projects will be more willing to
support the wurk [Humphrey 89). With plans for the measurement process in place, selling
the process involves continuous implementation of the measurement program.

The measurement group should:

- publicize the successes, benefits, and organizational trends observed from projects
already involved with the program;

- collect measures and build on the historical repository; and

- develop tools, standards, and procedures to make the process more usable and
adaptable to project needs.
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5. Summary

This report has presentsd some basic concepts for establishing software measurement as
part of the overall software process in an organization. To be successful, the measurement
program entails more than defining and establishing a process. It may require a shift in
culture and be accompanied by a corresponding chanige in attitude. This kind of cultural shift
will be slow and will rely heavily on building success through implementation of successful
measurement procedures. Human-intensive processes, such as the software process, are
constantly changing. The measurement focal group should continuously discuss and review
all aspects of the measurement program with the projects and ensure that there are
mechanisms for change built into the software measurement process [Rif kin 91].
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Appendix A: Acronyms

CMIVIM capability maturity model

CMU Carnegie Mellon University

GQM goal-question-metric

ETVX entry-task-validation-exit

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

PDCA plan-do-check-act

QSM Quantitative Systems Management

SEI Software Engineering Institute

SEPG software engineering process group

SLOC source lines of code
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Appendix B: Terms Used

Activity - An organizational unit or stage that performs a specific function of a process (e.g.,
the identify scope activity of the software measurement process). Part of the measurement
process architecture with a predefined: (1) list of entry criteria that should be satisfied before
beginning the tasks, (2) set of task descriptions that indicate what is to be accornplished, (3)
validation procedure to verify the quality of work items produced by the tasks, and (4)
checklist of exit criteria that should be satisfied before the activity is viewed as complete
(based on [Radice 85]).

Goals - Target set by an organization.

Goal/Question/Metric (GOM) - An architecture for stating goals and refining them into
specific questions about the characteristics that need to be measured. These questions
provide a specification for the data needed to help address the goal. This architecture was

developed by V. Basili from the Software Engineering Laboratory at the University of
Maryland when working in collaboration with the NASA Goddard Space Center. He has also
applied it within various U.S. companies [Basili 84].

Baseline - A specification or product that has been formally reviewed and agreed upon,
K. a sa"-g w , 6 ,V O m LI I • ua I II , I uIIUL.I .UVV lUl.IIIU Iiit, JllU WIII W L.1:It ll adIB UU vil I.II Y UIy vIly

through formal change control procedures.

Data - Something collected, given, or admitted, especially as a basis for reasoning or-
inference; factual material used as a basis especially for discussion or decision; something
used as a basis for calculating or measuring.

Measure - n. A standard or unit of measurement; the extent, dimensions, capacity, etc. of
anything, especially as determined by a standard; an act or process of measuring; a result of
measurement. v. To ascertain the quantity, mass, extent, or degree of something in terms of
a standard unit or fixed amount, usually by means of an instrument or process; to compute
the size of something from dimensional measurements; to estimate the extent, strength,
worth, or character of something; to take measurements.

Measurement - The act or process of measuring something. Also a result, such as a figure
expressing the extent or value that is obtained by measuring.

Measurement goals - Specific objectives or targets which relate to the implementation and
execution of methods to achieve objectives, and are stated in quantifiable, unambiguous
terms.

Measurement plan - A document that details how the activities of applying and using the
measurement process are approached arid applied in a particular working environment.

Method - Systematic procedures and techniques used to accomplish a task [Radice 85].
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Objective - Concrete, measurable performance targets that specify achievements and
support the overall mission of the organization.

Operational measurement process - To be operational, the documented process must put
communicable meaning into the concepts, and express the measurement process in
operational terms to:

. identify what data are to be collected,
- define how the data are to be co~lected and reported,
• define how the data are to be used to make decisions,
0 define how the process is to evolve ard improve,
* collect and analyze the data,
. make decisions, and
* start over by continuing and/or adjusting the process.

It is important to remember that to be operational, the process must achieve a result nearest
to what is needed for a particular end, i.e., it must be feasible with respect to the time and
costs associated with collecting data for decision making (based on [Deming 861).

Problem report - A document or set of documents (electronic or hard copy) used to
recognize, record, track, and close problems. (Sometimes referred to as trouble reports,
discrepancy reports, anomaly reports, etc.).

Process asset - Documented methods availab!e tor use b- the projects in developing,
maintaining, and implementing the organization's standard software process [Paulk 93].

Process element - Constituent part of the overall software process, e.g., software
estimating, software design, code, unit test, peer reviews, and measurement. Each procass
element covers a well-defined, bounded, closely related set of tasks [Paulk 93].

Software engineering process group - A group of people who facilitate the definition and
improvement of the software process used by the organization.

Software measurement process - That portion of the software process that provides for
the identitication, definition, collection, and analysis of measures that are used to understand,
evaluate, predict, or control software processes or products.

Software measurement process architecture - An abstraction of the software
measurement process describing required activities for an operational process that can be
used to integrate measurement with the overall software process.

Software process - That set of actions (or activities) required to transform a user's need
into an effective software solution [Humphrey 89]. In this report, process encompasses the
system of all tasks and the supporting tools, standards, methods, and practices involved in
the production and evolution of a software product throughout the software life cycle.

Task - A piece of work associated with an activity (e.g., identifying the need for
measurement is a task that is part of the identify scope activity of the software measurement
process).
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